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Remember back in the Windows 2000 and Windows XP days? Hit F3 and have a set of
fields you could type in to find about anything? Well in Windows Vista and Windows 7
that's gone and the search UI is utterly atrocious. Enter AQS.
There's more on the subject here, but it looks like a SQL-esque sort of filtering syntax
to let you narrow down your search results.
Let's say you want to see all the JPG or PNG files starting with the letters "map" under
the normal Windows webroot:

folderpath:C:\InetPub\WWWRoot\* filename:map ext:(jpg OR png)

It took me 45 minutes to figure that out. Thanks MS. "Efficient" you are not, but at
least you've provided a way to do this since you stripped all the decent UI for doing
searches out of Windows after XP. Until I added the parens around the file extensions
it found all the JPGs with MAP in the name and ALL the PNG files in the folder. Also
not that without the wildcard at the end of the file path it only searches that folder...
you have to add the wildcard to have it search the entire tree (actually kinda nice if
you have a set of folders with a common portion of the name). Also interesting is the
fact that "map" is the same as "*map*".
I guess this is gonna take a while to get used to... but since I'm stuck on Windows 7 at
work, I suppose I'll figure it out. ;)
Oh, and there is a semi-decent AQS reference at the MSDN page on AQS. At least it's
more complete than the link at the beginning of this post.
Laterz!

